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Chaim Potok,
Novelist,
Visits College!

:',
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editor, and novelist spoke

through Physical Education
-

Wednesday night at McGaw
Chapel to an audience of both
students from the college and
members of the community.
The focus of his speech was the
"invisible scaffolding" that forms
the structure of great novels, a

classes and individual student
' performances. This fall the new
Wooster Dance Company is in
action, ready and willing to accept
new ideas and new people at any

;

time.

"western secular humanism: ,
western, because It is "character-- ;
istic only of this side bf the planet,
secular because there is no appeal

-

.

several organizational meetings
last spring, the group was able to

Renown author, Chaim
Potok, visited Wooster last
humanistic because the emphasis Wednesday enlightening and
is on the individual, on the "self as entertaining the campus and
an entity of the quality of worth." community during lectures and
group discussions. Photo by
to the supernatural,

and

together this fall. Because of the
successful attendance so far, the
Company is planning on getting
chartered in order to be
recognized
as an important
student-ruorganization and. to
obtain financial support from
n

Tryouts for Romeo and Juliet And
The Marriage of Figaro To Be Held

SGA.
The Company is now working
.to prepare for a recital which will
be performed on November 9. The
choreography and dancing will aO

p.m. Those persons
from
auditioning are asked to prepare a
memorized speech of not less than
Jefferson's production . of one minute from any ShakespeaShakespear's Romeo and Juliet':
playj52d wffllsobskjdjo
and David Ffnnems's .productr rian
--read excei pis u oin- Hamear and
of TneMarriage'of Figaro will be Juliet. Though formal rehearsals
held the first week in October.
for the play will not begin until
Romeo and Juliet auditions will January 3, because of the large
p.m. cast arid difficulty of the play, it is
from
be held October
p.m. in Shoolroy Theatre essential that it be cast early.
and
with a callback audition October 5
(cont'd, on pg. 5)

by Kevin Grubb
Theatre tryouts for Annetta
:

7-1- 0

be
.

(

done by the students

JyZ
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On the evening of September
19th, a core group of eight social
welfare majors met with Ray Day,
Bob Blair, and Atfee Stroup to
discuss the formal procedure
involved for the accreditation of
the Social Welfare department, in
addition to other issues currently
concerning the majors.
With respect to accreditation,
."
the majors received assurance
that the Sociology department will
be undergoing a
process sometime winter quarter.

7-- 9

self-evaluati-

. :

ve

This preliminary ; step is

fundamental prior to accreditation. In anticipation of Ray Day's
leave next fall, the question of
what measures were to be taken in
acquiring a replacement was
addressed. In answer to this
concern, it was 'stated mat the
department will be applying to the
Educational Policy Committee for
; a faculty replacement However, it
Sis" vitally - important, that this
replacement be someone with a
Master's in Social Welfare (MSW)
in order that the practice courses
be taught by a qualified professor.
Chicago,
Direct from
The Second City" performed their comic
department continued its
vignettes last week td a crowd of students who should have been The
focus on the issue of accreditation
'
"
studying.
'-

-

:

:

Organization to Benefit Interested Students
Pohlman is the pre law academic
advisor this year, replacing Brad
Karan who is on leave.
The Organization of
Students hopes to unify pre-Iastudy at the College of Wooster by
collecting Information on law
schools, 'plan group visits to law
schools and bring in speakers to
Pre-La-

w

w

.

discuss opportunities
profession.

-

in the
"

by Louise A. Blum '
No longer is this a country "of
the people, by the people, and for
the people." Now it is "of, by, and
for the corporation," stated Scott
Denman. 1978 Wooster araduate
iour.-sta-- - sta
.and --fine, nt iour.
3r -y

Full Accreditation of the Department
by stating that Karen LXigger will

--

3-- 5

Due to the absence of a formal
department, the Organizapre-IaStudents has been
tion of
formed so that students interested
in this field would have a means
through which they could coordinate activities and have a
,
center for resources.:
The Organization Is a student- - ,
run group with Dr. Marcus Pbhl--'
man of the political science department acting as its advisor. Dr.

Rallies Draw
Participation from Wooster

Anti-Nucle- ar

crirr
i,r
r
Majors
Strive For 'Social Welfare

-

3

dancing r Members of the Wooster Dance Company rehearse in McGaw
Chapel preparing for their first performance scheduled for later
on in the quarter. Photo by Leslie Schwartz.

immediately begin

Leslie Schwartz.

1--

.

- The program began when
several students decided that
; Wooster
needed an active,
successful dance program. After

scaffolding constructed of

w

f I

by Leslie Schwartz
Over the years, various dance
. clubs and dance organizations
?J have existed at the college, mainly

s

Pre-La-

y

Dancing Club
Now Realized

Chaim Potok, rabbi, historian;

w

'
,

-

September 23. 1979

Pre-La- w

'

PUBLISHED BY AND FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

VOLUME XCV

'

.

.

'

Doug Drushal, who spent two
years as a federal district court
clerk of Ohio, will be speaking next
Thurs., Oct 4, at 7 p.m. in the
Lowry Center Pit Doug Drusha) is
the son of J. Garber Drushajl,
former president of the College of
Wooster. This will be the first of
many anticipated speakers and
discussions sponsored by the
Organization.

begin her work toward acquiring
her MSW by the fan of 1980.
Having another MSW on the staff
is an important element to the
accreditation process.
Looking toward extracurricular

activities, the majors are

scheduling various workshops and
seminars during the year. It is
hoped that a workshop on grant
(cont'd, on pg. 4)

agents at the New York City rally
last Sunday. The rally, sponsored
by the Musicians United for Safe

Energy foundation, drew 200,000
people from around the country to
protest the use of nuclear power

J." 't

w

rrfr

"
eoTrghmeTaterM''bth1na
tt,
-

-

-

Denman said.
Musicians such as John Hall,

Jackson Browne, Bruce

Springsteen, and Bonnie Raitt
were among those giving concerts
throughout the rally and the five
days preceding it. The, speakers
September 23 included Ralph
Nader, Jane Fonda, Tom Hayclen,
and Barry Commoner.
One of the main themes of the
rally, according to Denman, was
our need to become more
and turn to "community- (cont d. on pg. 3)
self-relian- t,

Hal Closson Visiting Scholarship
Awarded by Lowry Center Directors
Earlier 'Jhfs " week the Lowry
Center Director's Office presented
formal recognition to Bill Daywalt
as this year's Hal Closson Visiting
Scholar. Daywalt received the
prestigious award and the master
key to Lowry Center during
ceremonies held in Mother's Truck
Stop. He was selected for the
position in light of his dedication
and enthusiasm in pursuit of
quality student activities at the
College of Wooster.
The Scholarship entitles Daywah
to work as a director's apprentice
under the immediate guidance of
Hal Closson. Along with that
privilege, it also provides for

.

wRh;tHeFare ' FighterV Honorary
Award for combat duty with Unit
!Z In the past he has also won third
place in "Cappy Dick's Coloring
Contest" and honorable mention
In the "Draw Bronco" talent
search.
In addition to being the distinguished Hal Closson Visiting
he Is also
Scholar for
this year's resident unit director in
Wagner Hall, where he questions
his values.
1979-198-

0

unlimited, use of the xerox
machines and permission to get
into the Cage without a student
ID.
Daywalt is a recent graduate of
the College of Wooster, awarded
his diploma in 1978 with a degree
in comparative principles of stu-

dent activities.
During his College career, BiH
Daywah has. had a number of
honors and awards bestowed upon
him. LaVt year he was decorated

BID Daywah stands in
after being named the Hal
OoMon Visiting Scholar.
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MD 2020 EDITORIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Have you ever tried Mad Dog? "
yes
Do you regret it? ;.
yes

Index Editor Aims For
Change and Cooperation

nol

.no

Mad Dog is

-

'.

.90 proof

.9 proof

12 proof
.

4. Is it wrong

rcampus organizations and take
Dear Editor, ':, r
''
student candids as well. Student
The Index has traditionally been organizations
should contact the
....
by
surrounded
a lot of criticism Index to
they will appear in
ensure
and ridicule. As the new editor of
fall edition if they are not
the
the Index, I evaluated past books
by the staff next week.
and decided to throw out the contacted
Organizations should , be aware
traditional formats and designs,
hoping for a positive change. This that they are expected to be
when preparing for their
year quarterly editions will debut creative
group
portrait. i They are
as the first major change. The
i i
h
editions will be
and covers to get ideas and guidelines
paid for in advance at the cost of for their pose. If
the group follows
$3.50 per edition. Each book will the typical "everyone stand in
then be distributed the following line" pose - they probably will a
quarter. That means the: fall . be in the book. This year we not
are
edition will be available to aiming for change it will take
and
subscribers in February. The fall the cooperation of the
entire
sales will be during National campus
community for the Index
Yearbook Week October
during lunch and dinner hours, in to be successful. .will
Senior portraits
undergo a
Lowry Center. Students, faculty,
small change this year. It is
and administration are reminded expected
that seniors will have a
this will be the only time the books
formal picture in the book. These
can be ordered and paid for. The pictures will
at no cost,
reasoning behind this decision is in by Davor be taken,
Inc.
during
Photo
the
the past a surplus of books and a week of November
While
deficit budget has plagued the
'
Index. To alleviate the surplus of senior group candid photos are
the seniors must,
past volumes on". hand, .old encouraged,
have their formal picture in the
yearbooks will be also on sale book before their candid
picture
during National Yearbook Week.
appears. This decision was made
The quarterly editions are not for two reasons. First, in the past
the only novelty this year. Each the yearbook contained both
edition will be 88 pages in length formal and candid senior photos in
and smaller in size, six inches by the same section. In retrospect
nine inches. The book will this traditional format is tacky and
probably be a soft linen bookcloth has been poorly designed. The
volume. This format can be quite new way will avoid this dilemma.
successful if it is done tastefully. Secondly, - Davor Photo : Inc.
With this year's 7ndex staff, this provides the Index with a variety of
should not be a problem; since the services if they can photograph
Index staff has approximately 45 the seniors. In the past, these
staff members, many with services have been costly to the
previous yearbook experience. A yearbook budget. Now under this
model of the new format will be on agreement savings are made for
display at the Index booth next the Index and in turn the
week. In order .' to provide the .consumer.. ......
.
students with a binder to contain
Many efforts are being made to
the three editions of the Index, tha cut the production costs of the
staff is investigating a variety of yearbook. The new format, special
possibilities including a yearbook senior photography, and all black
crate kit andor a cardboard and white photographs are a part
slipcase. These models will be on of the conscious efforts of the staff
display as well ,
to bring an exciting change to
The actual coverage of events in Wooster's yearbook. The most '
the Index promises to be more important thing that the campus
complete this year. On October community can do to support the
24, a professional photographer yearbook is to order their books as
will be on campus to photograph soon as possible. Also help by
being creative when their group or
organization is photographed, and
try to be candid and casual if
quarter. SAC is also looking for approached by an Index photoother student concerns that should grapher. The yearbook is for
be looked into. Any ideas? Contact each member, of the. College
Greg Hook,
.
: V1
community - so support the Index
r ;
Applications for Fund Requests so we can provide you with a book
are now available in the SGA of memories.

.240 proof

none of the above

to drink Mad Dog in polite company?

;

yes

.ncH

Do you know of any polite company on the campus?
.yes
Dog
6. Mad
can be used for:

no

5.

-

Cross Country

.cleaning fluid
naO

Is Criticized

polish remover

spot remover
smelling salts
fifl

--

pre-ordere-

Dear Editor,
.
It's a shame that the 1979
CO. W. cross country team is not
going to finish better than fifth or
sixth in the Ohio Athletic
Conference this season.

in

Mad Dog is aged
in wood

Certain individuals

on the truck
in Shreve
on. the shelf of, Kroger's ; .t
Do you want Mad Dog 2020 Profiles back in The Voice?
yes
no
;"

.-

may

rationalize by saying that we're a
young squad and lack experience.
This is not the reason. Last year's
team included several seniors, yet
the 1978 squad was mediocre at

.

'

,

best.
The explanation is simple. Lack
of motivation. College cross
If yes, which three prominent people do you consider best suited to bJ country is a fairly demanding sport
and it is hardly possible to excel
selected for an MD 2020 feature?
without putting in a lot of hard
work.
The day after a race should
include a long recovery run of 14-18 miles, yet most of the team runs
Please return completed questionnaire to The Voice contribution box half this (if they run at all). The
team
located across from the mail slots. Results will be tallied and printed in whole process of
psych-uis nothing more than a
next week s issue.
B.S. session if you aren't physically
prepared as well. The greatest
comes from knowing
hope that trie college win that you've worked harder than
(cont'd, from pg. 1)
Dance
a separate
themselves. Atthis4ime, there are eventually haveOne-.-your opponents during the long
, step--. -- taken
still openings for .any students who ; Department.
.summer
.months .especially when
'towards that goal are the Ballet you
yourself run on the days
make
want to get involved. No
classes being offered this you
feel like it.
just
don't
experience is necessary. Whether
fall through the Physical Education
Until certain members of the
you have had Ballet, Modern or Department, whichthe Company
. team realize this and are willing to
Tap makes no difference. All that helped to facilitate.
change their attitudes, I'm afraid
matters is that you enjoy moving. If
the C.O.W. cross country team
you do not want to dance, but still
The Record Co-ois located
will continue to be the butt of many
want to take part, more people are
.across
the hall from Mom's
jokes by half of the teams in the
needed "to work on the crew,
O.A.C.
publicity or as a technician for the Truckstop and is now open from 4
7 p.m. on Tuesdays and
recital. Rehearsals are in McGaw
Sincerely,
is a
Chapel, Sundays atr 7:30 and Thursdays. The Record Co-oJoey
Pavlovitch
Thursdays at 7 p.m. Any questions student run organization sponsorby
S.A.B.
ed
where records are
should be directed to Barb Brown
sold at a minimal cost to the
or Mary Nell Lent.
students.
The students in this Company
The SGA had its first meeting of
;

pre-me-

et

p

Campus Dance Club Is Realized

self-confiden-

--

-f-

.

or-credit
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SGA BRIEFS

-

"

the quarter Monday night. All SGA
meetings are open to the campus
community and meet Mondays at
7:15 p.m. in LC Ballroom.
The SGA passed two resolutions, the first was to state that the
office. If you have any questions,
Sincerely,
SGA supported the Democratic
please contact Katy Knall.
Dave Sanders ..
Coalition's drive for voter registration. The second was to support
the student body's participation in
the raising of funds for a new
Wooster bus.
at Lowry and Kittredge: They then
Students raised $143.89 for the
' ; by Melissa Schiaffef :Z .
find, out " how' easy' and
bus at Saturday's game, and with
the matching funds from the :
Perhaps you have recently seen uncomplicated it really is to
alumni house, the total was
signs with "Register to Vote"' or become registered to vote.
"Registration Here," or have been ; With the support of other
$575.56.
asked "are you registered yet?" campus groups such as Campus
The SGA also looked at a
This
current push for. voter Council, S.GA, Intersectioa
resolution concerning the draft
registration
is all part of a campus-wid- e Council, many students have been
Since this is such a controversial
registration
campaign, encouraged to register. The right
voter
issue, a final discussion and vote
"by'
sponsored
C.O.W. to vote is an undeniable one.. It is
the
will be next Monday. Please, talk to
important that students register
jCoalition:and.,SAB's.
Democratic
your rep if you'd like more
and utilize this right. Those of you
Speakers
Committee.;
information or feel strongly on the
already registered have become a
d
The drive has a
issue. The draft will also be .
vital part of the voting process.
purpose. First, to get students Those who have not registered
discussed in this weeks SAC
registered and secondly, to inform may later find
meeting.
themselves wishing
them on issues affecting them. they had.
The Social Affairs Committee
Many students have little
(SAC) will be meeting this quarter
It is still not too late. Registration
experience with registration and ends October
on Thurs. evenings at 8 pjn, in
stop by the
are having their questions tables and sign 6.up.SoYou'll be
Lowry 119. Besides the draft, the
glad
ETS survey wiD.be a topic for the
answered at the registration tables you did.
;
, .

--

,

administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
Wooster community. AH correspondence may be addressed to the
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is
$10.00 per year for second class delivery.

t

Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
Room G 19. Telephone: (216)
ext. 433.
264-123-
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Urge Student Voter Registration
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Faculty Comment

On Worthy Occasions
by Peter Havholm

'

of Aristophanes' Lysistrata.' Did
Fascinating discussions of Second City have any of the
comedy, the moral dimension of . sophistication and sense of form
art, and Wooster students followed evident in that ancient masterSecond City's appearance last piece? On what grounds might we
Thursday night. Heady stuff. decide whether that funny, outSometimes the conversations after rageous evening was worthy?
an event wrestle with the question
Many of you have already
of whether or not it was a worthy decided that the silhouette of
occasion. When is obscenity gratuiKauke on posters advertising
tous? Was Second City, in the cultural events is effective, and
"English lit. sketch, playing down credit is due. Ron Etter. a recent
to a
pragmatic student Wooster graduate, is a senior
audience? Is it true what they said copywriter with an advertising
about English lit? '.
agency in Columbus. He persuadBob Dyer, Entertainment Editor ed his art director to donate the
of the Wooster Daily Record, wrote design of the "Three Major
that "most of the material was V Lectures" poster.
rated? and" would have sent those
Gordon Whitney of the Biology
with sensitive ears scurrying under
department did not major in
the pews." The same might be said English, but he has an eloquence I
can be attributed to a
am
On August 1, 1979, Cathi liberalsure
education. He will apply
arts
Ingraham, a French major here at it,
Wednesday
next
morning at 10
the College of Wooster, passed in Mateer, to an odd but enticing
away, peacefully, in her sleep, as a
topic.
result of lung disease.
Biologists have been studying
In memory of Cathi, a memorial
(com d. on pg. 5;
fund in her name has- - been
established here at: the College.
Donations may be taken to the
' by Suae Estill
Treasurer's Office and placed in
the Cathi Ingraham Memorial
All who love wild, zany, slapstick
Fund, The money will be collected
comedy can delight in Mel Brooks'
throughout fall quarter and a weekend sponsored this Friday
check will be sent to her parents to and Saturday by the S.AB. Rim
do with as they see fit; either to Committee. Friday, "Young Frankestablish a prize, here at the enstein" is the feature. Written by
College, or to be donated to the Brooks and his friend Gene Wilder
American Lung Association.
who also plays Dr. Frankenstein,
Donations may also be sent the movie is filmed in black and
directly to:
white, and the plot leans believably
American Lung Association
on Mary Shelley's classic. "Young
Nassau-SuffolDivision
Frankenstein" begins with Brook's
1710 Hempstead Turnpike
merciless hilarity as the young
East Meadow, N.Y. 11552
doctor (supposedly the grandson
For those of us who knew her, of the original) performs a medical
Cathi was always a breath of fresh experiment for a class of his
air in her spontaneity and her students. Frankenstein, however,
constant enthusiasm. She was becomes possessed with the desire
forever "high" on life and to replicate the works of his
participated in all she could to ancestor and leaves teaching and
promote that sensation. She was a his luscious fiancee Madeline
zealous and steadfast member of Kahn) to return to the old
Peanuts and was always ready and homestead ("Pardon me boy. is
willing to lend a helping hand, even
that the Transylvania Station?")
when it meant jeopardizing her After discovering his grandfather's
own plans. She thoroughly lab notes titled How I Did It,
enjoyed tutoring French so that Frankenstein along with his volupothers could understand and tuous but vacant assistant (Teri
come to love it as she did.
Garr) create their modern version
In a letter she herself wrote,
of a monster (Peter Boyle) comCathi spoke of the French plete with zippers. .The film
has
Department:' "Even though the
highlights
including
several
a
department is small and fairly monsterdoctor vaudeville
routine
I
inconspicuous, think it is one of
"Puttin' On The Ritz" as Frankenthe best at Woo. I loved the elitist stein tours with his monster to
feeling of being one of a very
special and select group of French demonstrate its talents. Another of
the funniest scenes takes place in
majors. 1 here was a closeness
among the majors and the the hut of a blind hermit (Gene
professors there that would have Hackman) as the fleeing monster
seeks refuge. Also starring in the
been impossible to achieve in one film
is the exophathalmatic Marty
of the more popular departrrtents.
Feldman as Igor the helper with a
I wouldn't have traded that sense
shifting hump on his back, and
of camaraderie for anything."
Cathi's mother later wrote that
Cathi changed a great deal in
coping with her mortality; she gave
up one by one the things that
seemed to be important - good
times, the Yankees, rock music,
,

-

.

-

.

The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
be at the College of Wooster Oct.
4th for this quarter's blood drive.
Donaters are welcome between
10:00 and 4:00 at the Westminster
Church House. Students are
for a convenient
asked to sign-utime on the board located in Lowry
however, are
Center. Walk-ins- ,
also welcome.

;

p

by Kevin Crubb
While most C.O.W. students
ventured out of Wooster's fair city
over the summer, the art museum
kept its doors open with the 1979
Student Summer Exhibition. The
annual exhibition ran from June 3

--

.

.

--

--

September

23

and was

representative of all classes for the
school year.
The summer exhibition is highly
esteemed in the eyes of many
students since the only art
(cont'd, on pg. 5)
78-7- 9

Mel Brooks LivensClorisThis Weekend
Frau

k

.

1

Leachman as
Blucher.
the housekeeper whose very name
makes horses whinney.
"Silent Movie" is the Book's
feature for Saturday evening.
Brooks, who relies heavily on
and sound effects, is the
last person one expected to make
a silent movie. But working with
visual effects. Brooks creates equal
amounts of humor in "Silent
Movie", which was received by
critics as Brooks' best picture and
his finest personal performance. In
"Silent Movie" Mel Fun (Brooks)
and his company. Engulf and
Devour, are attempting to prevent
Mel Brooks from making a silent
movie by making it themselves.
The Director (Cid Caesar) explains
however, that before he will make
this movie, they must find five stars
who will agree to be in the picture.
Much of "Silent Movie" then, is
short segments showing Engulf
and Devour 'persuading' Anne
Bancroft.
Paul Newman, Liza
Minnelli. James Caan. and Burt
Reynolds to appear in their film!
Marty Feldman and Madeline
Kahn, Brooks film regulars, star in
this film along with Bernadette
Peters. Harold Gould and Dom
Delouise. Even Henny Youngman
makes a cameo appearance and
delivers a one liner with the help of
one-liner- s

,

"

,

subtitles.

These are films to go to when
your rhythm is slowed down and
you're too tired to think. Brooks
hands comedy to the audience on
a platter for them to enjoy. So, if
you are ready to feast, go see
"Young Frankenstein" and "Silent
Movie" this weekend in Mateer.
.

self-sew-

n

wardrobe,

and, finally, donated her eyes, that
someone else might see. She also
established an annual award at

Wilburham

Academy, her boarding school, for
excellence in French. She left
everyone who knew her a legacy of
courage, decency, and sweetness
which won't be forgotten.'
It is a tragedy that someone who
valued so highly the gift of fife
should lose that gift so young.
and
Cathi loved Wooster...
French... and fife... and we loved
Cathi.

-

-

-

'

BEAUTY
SALON

4

DONNA BEAM - OWNER

edKen

and Monson

team entered town. Among those

startled were some faculty

members.
"What no opponent could do,
the faculty of Wooster did do. It
wiped the victorious team off the

field." So Kinley McMillan

summed up the resolution passed
by the faculty in June, 1891,
forbidding students to participate
in intercollegiate contests. The
student body was in an uproar and
in true form as always submitted
a "strongly-wordedpetition of
resistance. "We urgently request
and insist..." were their bold
words, spent all to no avail.
President Scovel gave some of
the faculty's reasons as follows:
"The contests are increasing in
intensity, in frequency, and in
"

one-side- d

and

-

Harvard.

Returning

to

Wooster in 1889, he formed a team
of fourteen men who knew nothing
of the game. The men learned the
sport quickly, at least more
quickly than their counterparts at
Denison.
The season of 1890 proved even
more fruitful for Wooster's eleven.
Winning every game, it permitted
no other Ohio team to even score.
The scores are noteworthy:

Wooster ... 58
Wooster ... 64
Wooster ... 30
Wooster
Wooster

... 50

.... 6

.... 0
.. 0
..... 0
0
..... 4

Denison
Ohio State
Kenyon
Adelbert
W&J

The first signs of problems for
the team arose not on the field but
on the road back to campus
following the first game in Denison
in 1889. What were probably the
first Wooster songs and cheers
were formulated by the team as

they made their journey

homeward. The songs sung from
the front porch of Crandell House
today following any rugby game
are the direct descendents of
these first tunes. The loud, salty

startled the staid

language

inhabitants

of Wooster

as the

demoralization. They are

:

absorbing too much interest and
attention among the students...
They interfere with college work...
But the moral perils are more.,
threatening... The boys of the
' tearn,'1 lounging around
railway

stations, fall into divers

temptations.
Their trips are
indirectly ' promotive of drinking
habits, of betting, of card playing,
and of evil association with
unworthy companionship."
And so came the close of a
football dynasty that spanned
nearly twenty-twmonths. The
game was later reinstated in 1901
- but not before the likes of Ohio
State had had the opportunity to
build a program no longer in the
shadow of Wooster football.
We can all be thankful that the
Columbus school must today deal
with immense crowds inundating
their campus every Saturday in
o

the .fall, national television
exposure and revenues, and all the
other distasteful manifestations of
success that we need not endure.
.

Wooster would no doubt have
become one of the Big Two of the
Big Ten,' become overrun with
thousands of zealous fans and
tons of boorish morons striving for
a Rose Bowl bid, the national
.

championship and eventual

stardom in the pro ranks.
Imagine the terrible problems.
45,000 students crowding Lowry
Center for Steak Night. Intimate
classes of 200. Armington,
Stevenson and Bissman all 22
stories high. Liberty Street instead
of High Street. Woody Hayes.
These horrors and many more
have been avoided thanks to the
faculty of yesteryear in their
wisdom. The next time
you see the Buckeyes playing
before 90,000 fans, remember that
there, but for the grace of God, go
us.
far-sight-

264-40- 80
FREEMAN BUMS
CORNER Of LIBERTY AND

ed

The Index
will be taking preorders

--

her lovely

by Mike Lauber
Without traditions, without a
coach, without a stadium, without
pads or uniforms, Wooster began
its football career. Those men of
Wooster had but the spirit of the
game: a desire to have fun through
physical competition was their
goal. Despite material inadethey were peerless
quacies,
throughout the state of Ohio for
two years, 1889 and 1890.
The University of Wooster
fielded its first team in 1889. They
met only one opponent, but played
them twice. The scores were
Wooster 48, Denison 0 and
Wooster 50, Denison 0.
Many explanations for these
victories exist, ranging
from the superiority of our athletes
to the superiority of our referee
(each team had their own), from a
lack of knowledge of the game by
all to the wealth of knowledge of
one man, Wooster's "Parson Kin."
Kinley McMillan had graduated
in 1886 when the only recreation
with the slightest resemblance to
football was that in which some of
the men of the literary societies
indulged late at night. While
attending Princeton Seminary he
learned the game from friends. At
that time the game was being
played seriously in only three
places, namely Princeton, Yale
-

Summer Exhibit
Now Closed

dim-wittedl- y

MUMBLINGS

prepay sales

f

for the fall edition during

National Yearbook Week

October

1--

5

This is the ONLY chance to order the
first edition. The cost is $3.50. Please order durint
lunch and dinner in Lowry.

WOOSTEH O.

BUCKEYE

coMMMniarMBM
201 KUKRTY
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Rallies Draw

Anti-Nucle- ar

Participation from Wooster Students

-

.

Jtwrr

-

L

V.

rK

Last Saturday was a real "pis-out- "
for partying students who
indulged at the hog roast Photo by Tom Dorricott.

Department of Chemistry
Welcomes New Member

appointment
she
worked primarily doing research
on the synthesis of alkaloids and

Helping students to view
chemistry in a more social context
is one goal of Dr. Louise Hellwig, a
new member of the chemistry
department. Acting as a
r
replacement- - for Dr. Charles
Borders and Dr. John Reinheimer,
both of whom are on sabbatical,
Dr. Hellwig delves into her first
e
teaching job here at Wooster.

appointment

al

at

McMaster University in Canada.

f

anti-nucle-

impressed

with "how high
powered" and research-oriente- d
the department is for a small,
liberal arts school. Dr. Hellwig
commented further, that she is
excited by the interaction between
departments, viewing this as an
added advantage not found at

For Your Health

and Enjoyment
Fuf few of

mm. inincnfc

am lamaing

Dining

and load

drtctou NuMtonal

Spacubdady
a Fmh. natural food,, mdudkig frwr. aggt
Harfaat Cantar. arising a large vanity of
harbal mm and capauM harts
Coamal Countar. ta Muring natural and
mm to your Maury

larger universities.
Referring to her

amaa

goal

of

educating students to view

chemistry in a more social
context, Dr. Hellwig feels that one
method of achieving this is to
encourage students to study
together. Similarity, she would like
to see Chemistry Club continue to
be a means of stimulating students

to approach

n-ajocarm-

speakers into the press
conference, they found

on her speciality of organic Denman described transporting
chemistry, she says, "It's the most the activists back and forth
fun kind of chemistry... it's like through the surging media as "one
doing a crossword puzzle."
of the most intense things I ever
had to coordinate." The
Although too early in the the other hand, Denman crowd, on
said, was
quarter for Dr. Hellwig to be able "very much an
to adequately evaluate the crowd," and not one present only
chemistry department, she is

full-tim-

Having received her B A. from
Swarthmore, she went on to the
University of Wisconsin for her
Ph.D. in chemistry. After the
completion of her graduate studies
in 1978, Dr. Hellwig obtained a

power.
This rally, held in conjunction
with rallies all over the country,
remained peaceful throughout,
Denman said, with the only
problems being presented by the
media. Unlike the May 6 rally in
Washington D.C., the press was
not allowed backstage, and when
security attempted to usher the

doing some supervising of themselves literally attacked by
undergraduate labs. Commenting overly aggressive reporters.

one-yea-

post-doctor-

her

During

by Martha Oesch

(cont'd from pg. 1)
based" means of providing energy,
such as solar systems and wind
power. Other areas of concern
included waste disposal and lack
of conservation.
About 12 of the nation's
electrical needs are covered by
nuclear power, Denman stated,
and government and industry
studies show that conservation
could save up to 40 of the energy
consumed. I his alone, he feels,
eliminates the need for nuclear

chemistry

as

something fun and useful outside
the lab, by exploring some of its
practical applications in industry.

ar

Social Welfare
(cont'd, from pg. 1)

proposal

writing can be

established at some point this fall
or next winter. In addition, a picnic
has been planned for all majors
and faculty so that the department
members might get to know each
other.
This year, Dave Sanders, a
senior social welfare major, was
elected by the majors as the
student representative to the
Sociology department By sitting
in on all departmental meetings, he
will be serving as the liaison from
the faculty to the majors.

Hong Kong

dtoVaHd to your heokh. notunJfy.

3D

I

esss'ji M'jsn pizza

two-pag-

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER I

Come See Us:
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m.
Fri.Sat-5p.rn.-2a.r-

Sunday

n.

Carry-Ou-

t

Only

5-1- 2.

Closed Tues.

speakers with cheers and chants
"Phase-out- ,
Shutdown" and

Aldon Hynes, who explained the
reasons for this move.
.... Seabrook was chosen, Hynes
said, because it is "the symbol of
the whole
movement" It is the first construction
site ever to lack the unanimous
approval of the NRC and it is a site
to which Hynes feels the citizens of
Seabrook have shown considerable protest, yet have been
ignored.
There are two types of action,
Hynes said, that can be taken
ayauoi nuciear power, isne is civil
disobedience, in which people
protest for the sake of getting
. .

of

employs,"Solar
destroys."

.

Nuclear

-

The cost of the rally came to
$175,000, some of which was
obtained through collections.
Money was also raised by selling T
shirts,, buttons reading "No
Nukes," and food.
Thirty percent, of the proceeds
are scheduled to go to local

.

anti-nucle-

anti-nucle-

ar

organizations, thirty
percent to national
'
anti-nucle-

ar

organizations, and thirty percent

to an

"anti-nucle-

media

ar

educational campaign," Denman
said. The remaining ten percent
would cover administration costs.
The distribution of money is,

ar

arresieai anai maKing a statement.
The other is direct action, where
protesters demonstrate for the
Denman admitted, "a great, sake of stODoina action at nnrp It
concern," and in the past, a um unci iype uiai wui oe
organizations have often failed to empioyea ar aeaorooK.
follow through. In this instance, .
The date of October 6 was
however, musicians have taken it chosen because it ' is before
upon themselves to ensure that primaries; it is close enough time-"- "
wise to the Three Mile Island
proper action is taken.
The purpose of these rallies, accident, and it is the Columbus
Denman stressed, is to focus on Day Weekend, which wiD enable
the continuing problems of people to come and stay more
nuclear power, and ensure that easily
Hynes stressed that the "action
the people never forget Three Mile
will be
Island. The need for voting
but added:
politicians into office was
on our pan - we oon i Know aoour
emphasized.
the police.'' There is a possibility
Affairs in this country, Denman that the National Guard may
lamented, are too often "decided attempt to stop them, and Hynes
on an economic basis as opposed warned his listeners of the
nossihilitu rtf thoir nctrvi tear m
to a human basis."
Those individuals who agree and attack dogs.
with this viewpoint and are not
When asked about the
content with mere rallies are possibility of arrest, Hynes
w
planning 10 ; aemonsiraie ineir r - w
WW
nwnMiH lui opposition by gathering together people who can be committed for
and effecting the shutdown of the at least a week. The protesters
in New wiH, however, "collectively and
' Seabrook construction site
Hampshire.
resist arrest. In the
Concerned Wooster students, event of violence, the protesters .
who numbered nine, met at wiU take over the site. There are
Wagner HaH last Monday night to people, Hynes said, who are
discuss the imminent takeover of "planning to spend the rest of their
Eves at Seabrook.''
The students present seemed to
be especially concerned about the
possibility of the National Guard
spare ribs and Cantonese shooting into
the crowd. Hynes'
specialties. These dishes can be response was mat, politically
ordered ala carte or in group speaking, since primaries are
dinners from two to six people.
approaching, they "probably
The dinners are the best buy, won't." As far as actual arrest
coming with egg rolls, Won Ton goes, the expense, involved
oj. the.'
soup andr gakterr) fingef,'for-appetizers- ,.
utamxa - uus uearijr
ouuviiues
"
a main course, fried impossible.
rice, dessert and tea for only $6 per
Hynes' assurance on this point
person. Ala carte items average was not shared
by at least one
around $5 and egg rolls are 85
student, who informed the group
each. Just about everything on the that all the Dolice have to do k hnv
menu with the exception of the the protesters in, immobilizing
pressed duck can be highly them with poised bayonettes,
recommended The vegetables
tanks, etc. After that, the student
are fresh and crisp and the food is ArknttTfel
MtKotl
ksiiA ,a M
always piping hot. '.t
.
'
a damn thing."
The service is casual and
Hynes emphasized that this is
friendly and Hong Kong is "very specifically a
definitely worthy of a visit. For the acnon
ana
to
amount and quality of the food, suggestions from responded
his audience that
Hong Kong offers a very good they simply shoot any attack dogs
dinner at a very good price. Ask with repeated assertions that "we
Til
for chopsticks.
a
wui not carry any weapons.
The most effective weapon the
police have, Hynes stressed, win
STYLING & HAIRCUTS
be to make the protesters panic.
FOR
The plans of resisting this by
chanting and singing were rejected
MEN & WOMEN
by one student present, who
replied that "you can't sing under
tear gas. It's sort of difficult."
i-

.

:
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non-violent-
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Wooster's Best in Chinese Food
Vickery

Hong Kong, located at the
corner of BeaU and Liberty, can
easily be called the best Chinese
This fall quarter, Dr. Hellwig can
restaurant in Wooster, despite the
busy
teaching
found
be
two
mii
aMiimnntmirai a imm
classes of. Organic 211, as well as ! , fact, Ithat.tjt.fetheoniy Chinese
WWW li
,i $ UOrri.i.
restaurant in Wooster!
the two accompanying labs.
Hong Kong was remodeled
from an old diner last year, at
which time it rapidly established a
reputation for fine oriental cooking
previously unavailable in Wooster.
Following suit with most Chinese
restaurants, the decor is
somewhat tacky, with bright red
ioyun nrn
curtains and plastic Chinese
764 Pittsburgh
lanterns, but the atmosphere is
Avenue
stifl warm and intimate.
e
The
menu is diverse,
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
including aD of the standard dishes
Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni. Sausage,
like sweet and sour pork. Moo
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Goo Gy Pan, Egg Foo Young,
AM

the Seabrook plant, currently

for the rock concerts. The people

were "vigorously excited,"" scheduled to go on line in 1983.
frequently interrupting the The meeting was run by senior

V

..

-t--

nt

C

non-viole-nt

--

M

262 - 3166

arv

418 N. MARKET

ia3DOHDBPtO
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I

According

to Hynes, however,

there are enough wide open
spaces to enable the protesters to
move out of range of any tear gas.
"We are," he stated firmly,
pianmng on succeeding.

.
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Faculty Comment
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
HELP WANTED
.

.

Neanderthal man! It's time to go
hunting. Jot me! Sincerely, your
devoted "cave woman.

"

Wanted - Museum Assistant
Excellent typist with clerical skills
and organizational ability to assist
College of Wooster art museum
curator, (minimun 10 hours per
week), start immediately, opportunity for
training
internship, (this position is partially
funded by The Institute for
Museum Services of the Department of Health, Education and
on-the-j-

Welcome to Wooster B.P..
Classified advertising

ob

.

Welfare an. equal opportunity
--

employer.) Apply to Esther De
Vecsey, Frick Art Center Museum,
ext 495 or 484.
.

in The

.

Summer Exhibit
Now
Closed
(cont'd, from pg. 3)
exhibited is that chosen by the art
professors themselves. There is
more than a tinge of prestige
involved when a student artist's
work is selected from the college's
vast landscape of talented men
and women. For upperclassmen,
especially seniors, the Student
Summer Exhibition can be the
coup de grace of a productive art
education at Wooster, showcasing
the best of the artist's work to the
general public.
For those who missed the
exhibition, types of media covered

FOR SALE
Piano
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P.O. Box 537, ShelbyviDe, Ind.
le

46176.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies- - Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies, ' Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011.
SERVICES

were drawings, (etchings,
engravings,

Contact '"Wooster Computer
262-321- 1.

woodcuts, relief

prints), paintings (enamel, oil,
acrylic), collages and sculptures
(wood, ceramics, mixed media).
Forthcoming to the art museum is
the 1979 Faculty Exhibition
commencing September 30 and
ending November 1. Coupled with
the Facujty Exhibition will be the
Mdxihe Lalanne: ' Prints and
.

.

WORD PROCESSING gives the
professional edge for your I.S.
papers, reports, publications,
apd. , resumes.,
Ph.D. theses
Services,

:

Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesday
before publication.

--

co

.

(cont'd from pg. 3)

Wooster Voice is still a bargain.
$1.50 for 15 words or less, 5 for
each additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words
or less, 5 for each additional
word. Send payment with ad to

WRITERS WANTED. Interested
in news, features, sports or foreign
language writing? No experience
necessary, although literacy is
required. Contact Lisa Vickery,
the Voice, box 3187.

Spinet-Conso-

On Worthy Occasions

PERSONALS

(

.

Drawings exhibition running
through November 4.

Tryouts To Be Held Next Week
(cont'd, from pg. 1)
Tryouts for The Marriage of
Figaro will be held Saturday and
Sunday, October 6 and 7 from 2 - 5
p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m. in Mertz Hall,
room 21, Those interested in being
cast should sign up for an audition

time at the theatre bulletin board
in Wishart Hall. Participants are
asked to prepare a show or
classical aria (opera, oratorio, or
operetta). An accompanist will be
provided. The play will be
performed over parents' weekend
in May, 1980.

ete sewing: center
-

featuring wovens, outerwear,
lingerie, swimwear, and

.

natural succession in wild forests
for some time. Dr. Whitney has
investigated succession in vegeta-- .
tion planted and removed by tame
human beings. He has explored
relationships between vegetation
type and such things as the median
income and educational level of
the urban and suburban dwellers
who plant the greenery. What kind
of tree are you likely to plant?
What does your lawn say about
you?
An earlier version of this talk was
, delivered to a Biology seminar last
year, to rave reviews. It is a creative
addition to the study of humanity's
. effect on Its environment.
Though I did not get to Dr.
Whitney's Biology seminar last
Spring, I did hear Jack Russell's
convocation talk about the organ.

to hear its organ. It was designed at
least for that The instrument, the
performer, and the composer
promise the finest in music. At 8:15
in McGaw tonight, allow yourselves to be exhilarated.
Postscript Intmediately after the
brilliant convocation on Pella last
Wednesday, I overheard: "If I
could just go on every program
Wooster offers, I still wouldn't have
enough." About some occasions,
there is no doubt.

He spoke of the power and beauty
of the instrument, and those of us
who were there to hear him

were convinced

demonstrate

emotionally as well as intellectually. He said, then, that J.S. Bach's
was the greatest music ever written
for organ. With the help of some
members of the Wooster Chorus
this evening, he will give us a recital
devoted exclusively to Bach.
Some say that McGaw was
designed only as a place in which
--

fludJ.eaui

ue

:

iNTROduCTOfiy offER fOR

C.O.W. stucJents:

SAB EVENTS
$.00

D.J. SAT. AT CAGE
In addition to the usual
entertainment at the cage tonight,
live D.J. John Rosenbluth will
LIVE

OFF OUR REDKEN PERMS

$1 .00 OFF ANY HAIRCUT

perform tomorrow night, Sept. 29
from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. There is no
charge for admission.
TOUR OF MEDICAL
CAPITAL SOON
Dr. LeRoy Haynes of the
C.O.W. Chemistry Department
will be leading the tour of the top
medical facilities in Cleveland.
Interested students will leave
Lowry Center, Friday October 5,
at 11 a.m. and will return by 6.00

We aIso

do JaciaIs,

MAkE-u-

p

AppliCAiiofvs,

coIour,

(FrencM bRAidiiNq, weavInq, etc.)
LET US BE YOUR SALON

hAiR bRAidiNQ,

SO...

--

AWAY FROM HOME!
INu BfAUTioUE

115 BeaII Ave.
264-55- ?

5

Friday evening. For more

information call ext. 563 or 378, or
sigrAxp ndiv to the.A.B. office."
The Record Coop will be open
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
is
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. The Co-olocated downstairs in Lowry
Center, and records are sold for
only $5.00.

"

Bring, This Ad in AloNqwhli-"--youC.O.W. I.D.!

n

REDKEN9

p

FreecHancJer's ancJ Wooster...
MAkE a qood pAiR!

rA flr.no? Him lirliTC?
Put the

fiNisHiNq Touch

Like

to

to youi?

sTudy in DEdr

doRM

Whit DROAdlOOM CARpET REMNANTS,
A new dEsk liqhT will Add jusT the Riqhr
amount of liqhT to MAkE STudyiNq j'ust a
HttIe easier. ANd if you like to STudy

r.

ROOM

OR REAd IN DEd, TRy A DEd REST fOR COMfORT
ANd RElAXATiON, COVEREd IN SMART

Sll.50

CORduROy fADRiC.

more
WiW.il'Ki

262-830- 7

S22.50
On SECONd FIoor - 1Ut FIoor foR Homes

Fabrics Unlimited
cJownrown Wooster or

1

47

E. Liberty Sr.

It Pays to Buy Quality
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Time to
Save!

Sixth in Relays;
Fade in League
3

.--

'

em

,

Ohio Athletic
relays held at

Wooster Saturday.

v

.1

the
Conference
14-tea- m

.

I

.

,

by John Clegg
It was a busy week for The
College of Wooster cross country
team, beginning with the Scots'
finishing in a tie for sixth place in
-

took the

Baldwin-Wallac- e

honors with an incredibly low
score of 10, as three of the top five
pairs of runners represented the
B-squad. Otterbein took
second place with 27 points,
followed by Ohio Wesleyan at 29,
Ohio Northern with' 39. Mount
I Jr. inn at .49
anrf Konmri ansl
Wooster with 67.
Jeff Wilhelm led the
pack with a group time of 61:41,
and two Mount Union sophomores, Ron Bomback and Jim
Lorentz, were clocked at 62:49.
Wooster was paced in its sixth--;
place finish by a
finish
by partners Joey Pavlovitch and
John Metz. Teammates Mark
Elderbrock
and Stu Mitchell
finished 20th and John Johns and
Bill Totten placed 33rd
Head coach Jim Bean of
Wooster, who was pleased with
his team's overall finish, added,
"The OAC relays are important
because we get a look at the whole
conference early in the season, but
they really are an inadequate test
of the different teams' abilities."
e
insieaa oi tne usual
course, the race consisted of
n
groups of
teams running
loops.
a total of six,
The team of Pavlovitch and
Metz finished with a time of 64:42,
along with a 66:49 by Elderbrock
and Mitchell and a 68:49 by Johns
and Totten.
Then on Tuesday, a first place
finish and personal course records
for three of The Scots' runners
was not enough, as Kenyon
College's cross country team
defeated Wooster, Heidelberg and
W

Even Grandpa's
"Railroad" Watch
had to be revound
once a week. You'd
make a lot better
time with your
savings goal if you
would "wind" it
up each week with

little extra
deposit to keep

a

a
Kenyon's Quarterback eludes a Scot defender this time, but the Lords couldn't generate
"
anything else in a 0 loss. Photo courtesy of News Services.
3--

byHankSpeny

But the question in everybody's
mind is: where has the Wooster

The Scots posted a squeaker,
,
win over Kenyon Saturday.
But how? Optimists will applaud
the tough Wooster defense. Pessimists will refer to the weak Kenyon
offense.
3-0-

offense

gone?

Only

Chris

Romano's second quarter field
goal prevented a scoreless tie. In
fact, the offense has not scored a
touchdown this year (Wooster's
only touchdown was the result of a
fake field goal against Adrian).
"We have the experience and
we have the players, but they are
not living up to their potential,"
lamented head coach Tom Hollman. "The consistency we need is
just hot there. We are making too
many mistakes,", he added.
Saturday, the Scots travel to
Oberlin. the perennial cellar- -

With

First

:

dwellers in the OAC. Oberlin has
not tasted victory in eighteen
straight games, but Hollman is not
going to take them lightly. "They
are a much better team than last
year (when the Scots trounced
"
them
he said.
Specifically, Hollman is concerned about Oberlin quarterback
Gregg Heiden, the OACs top
active career passer. Heiden teams
with Rollie Schick, last year's
receiver, to form a
dangerous offensive threat "Oberlin will throw much more than
Adrian or Kenyon," noted Scot
defense coach Bob Morgan. "Pass
defense will be the key."
56-0),-

top-rate- d

Hollman hinted that some

delivery
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First Place

But it was Kenyon's excellent
.display of team running that gave
victory. The
them the three-poin- t
Lords' score of 28 was the
difference, as they placed four
runners in- the top six positions.
Wooster finished in a close
second, with 31 points, followed by
Heidelberg at 71 and Muskingum
with 98.
The Scots will hava a chance to
revenge their loss to Kenyon, as
they meet again in a
with
Oberlin on Saturday, this time on
Kenyon's home turf.

9:00pm.

In the

two-mil- e

8

423 E. Liberty

Ml

two-ma-

The Scots' Joey Pavlovitch fed
the race to the finish line with a
time of 26:39 and teammate Mark
Elderbrock finished in third place
with a personal record of 27:36.
John John's eighth Dlace time of
28.-0and Stu Mitchell's ninth
place spot at 28.-0were also
persona records for the Scot
'
runners.

between 4:30pm and
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happy with your
hair and
appearance.
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comokatiom for hair and

We offer
make-u- p

Including pcrma, color, henna, conditioning,
,
and a fuB Ene of Redkin make-uand Roffier hair products.
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Muskingum.

SERVICE

Apply in person

1812 Cleveland
Road

changes may be in store. "We have
the game plan. We're just going to
have to experiment and find the
personnel who fit it. '
We need more emotion to win.
Right now. we just don't have it"

TRAVEL

Part or full time.
Flexible hours and days.
Must be at least 1 8.
Own car preferred.
Must be able to work
weekends.
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14th-plac- e

Hollman Searches for Lost Offense
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OAC Teams Prepare for
Future Divisional Games

7

Red,
on the year. Freshman
quarterback John Shuler and
junior Don Butvin, ranked sixth
,
and second in passing efficiency,
will direct the host Pioneers, who
'"
.'.
.
'offensive attacks .for. the are
'championship struggle.
which
';
Otterbein
The offensive production of seemingly solved some of its
OAC teams, after two games, is offensive woes in last week's 24-lower than what it has been over win over Ohio Wesleyan, visits
boasting the
the previous three seasons and is Heidelberg
distinctly behind last year's pace. conference s leading receiver,

: Ohio Conference teams make
this weekend
their final tune-up- s
for the ensuing five weeks of
divisional competition, and it is
likely that most will be honing their
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teams, enter this

League

.

senior Brian Regan. Muskingum

)
a
weekend's play averaging 285.5
and
yards and 18.1 points per contest. pair of teams which suffered
A year ago at this time, the offensive frustrations last week,
conference average was 308.4 meet in Berea.
In competition with non-- yards and 20 points per game.
conference opposition. Mount
Five match ups of conference
foes, none of them counting in the Union and Ohio Northern try to
divisional standings but each a keep their
slates unblemished
Baldwin-Wallac-

(0-2-

(2-0- ),

e
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2-- 0

.

long-standin-

rivalry, could

g

provide the impetus for better
offensive" showings.

Wittenberg hosts Ohio
. Wesleyan in the annual .Skull

.

Game showdown of the two teams
in one of two afternoon games.
.The Tigers offense displayed
"potency in last week's
win
over Marietta. Ohio Wesleyan, on
the other hand, will be looking
for its first points as weO as its
first victory of 1979 after suffering
'
two shutouts. "
though
off
Wooster,
to a
start, will look for ' its first
touchdown by its offense when
"visiting Oberlin,' winless in. three '
Outings. The Scots, whose only

(1-1-

Race for Crown
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Kenyon's senior goalkeeper
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Harriers Tie for Sixth in OAC Relays
four-yea-

6-- 1
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BORED ON
SATURDAY NIGHT?

V

WAYNE
COUNTY
NATIONAL
DANK

fnic

CALL
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MEMBER

Flair Travel

Consultants

night

Frank Spaeth...made 16 saves in
loss to powerful
last week's
Ohio Wesleyan as the Battling
Bishops directed 30 shots on the
Kenyon goal... Kenyon Head
Coach Jeff Vennell credits Frank
with keeping the Lords in the
'
'
;.""
game.

r

3-- 0

The

3-- 0

games, Marietta's
passing attack will
be matched with the strong
running game of Denison's single
wing offense: Clay Sampson, the
OAC's leading rusher who , is
averaging 158.5 yards per game,
sparks the attack of the visiting Big

3--

.

2-- 0

Romano, the. latter booting
win over Kenyon
Wooster to a
last week. The Yeomen will try to
halt an
losing streak..,;
18-ga-

.

(2-0- ).

touchdown came on a. fake field
goal attempt, have relied on the
kicking of Rick Ceol and Chris

In

).

Wooster found the going rough' in Saturdays, game as they squeaked out a 0 victory over
with runningbacks Chris Kubbs,
Kenyon.
Photo courtesy of News Services.
the OAC's top scorer, and Dude
McGarry each averaging over 100
yards per game in the Polar Bears'
conference-leadin- g
ground attack,,
(Ky.)
travels to, Georgetown
v.
by Kathy Majeski
College, Kenyon seeks its first win
Kathy Fitzgerald. "We have a in.
Wooster, now
of the season after two setbacks at
for the
The College of Wooster
static offense, due to the fact that
will host the Cleveland
season,
Kalamazoo
Scotties field hockey team again
we are continually on the. attack
displayed a commanding defense
preventing all fast break attempts. Club Saturday at 2 p.m.
with a
win over the visiting
Although we are still not playing at
Muskingum Muskies last Monday.
full strength, our defense is strong.
The awesome Wooster defense
race for the 1979 Ohio
The actual star of the game was
Conference championship crown dominated midfield play, as the
the Muskingum goalie, who had 48
begins in earnest this week with the Scottie offense took 57 shots on
saves in goal," commented
the Muskingum goal while the
opening of divisional play.
Fitzgerald.
Twelve teams will be vying to Scotties' halfback strength, paced
Sophomore Nancy Hall opened 1
E. BOWMAN ST.
defending confer- by soph Amy Barnard, allowed
unseat
the scoring with one minute 346
ence champion Wooster with " Muskingum only two 6hots on
remaining jn the first half,, as she
Mount Union and Ohio Nprthern goal. Wooster's stats proved its
For Your Convenience
drove a hard shot past the Muskie
getting-thjump on the rest of the control as the Scotties had 29
goal. The Scotties scored their Just off the College Campus
OAC as the two teams face each penalty corner attempts to
second goal as freshman Beth
other this Saturday in the Northern Muskingum's one.
Kewley tipped in a cross from
For ALL Your Travel
"We exhibited increased ball
It will be an
Division
senior Wendy Myers, at 26:32 of
control
and
confidence,
but
lacked
the
host
clash
for
both
important
the second half, and the final goal
Inquiries and Needs
Purple Raiders, undefeated after a rush to the goalie's pads after the
came at 3:14 as soph Kathy
three early season games, and the initial shot," said head coach
Mejeski put a rebound shot back
as the two
visiting Polar Bears,
squads try to break the hold
Wooster has had on the North for
264-650- 5
Baldwin Wallace harriers loom
Mount Union, which had won
the past four years.
as a clear threat to Mount Union's
the Relays for the past seven years
The Southern Division kicks off
r
reign as conference
was fifth with 42 points, Wooster
its league season Friday, Oct. 5,
champions after winning the OAC
Kenyon tied for sixth with 67
and
Weswhen Marietta visits Ohio
Grace's Wine
Cross Country Relays last
and were followed by
points,
winningest
the
currently
leyan,
end at Wooster. The Yellow
Oberlin with 79, Capital 108,
Shoppe
ledger.
team in the OAC with a
Jackets finished first with ten
124,
125,
Wittenberg
Denison
full,
of
slate
Meanwhile,
a
248 W. North Street
points, followed by Otterbein with
Heidelberg 126, Marietta 134 and
games are on tap 27. Ohio Wesleyan 29 and Ohio

Women's Field Hockey Triumphs Again

2-- 0

;

.

'

53-1- 4

'

on a pair of road trips. The Purple
Raiders, with senior quarterback
Joe Toth leading the OAC in both
total offense and passing, visit
Ohio Northern,
Grove City
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The Wooster Inn
DINNER COOKED AT
YOUR TABLE

-

5:00 - 8:00 P.M.

7..
-

East Wayne Avenue
Reservations Suggested 264 2341
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change, exchange key,
Metal case, cube root.
hyp. trig, functions, n. sum of x. sum of x squared,

polarrec. and d.m.s.DEG conversions.
LCD
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If it's an

display
that consumes very little power
easy-to-re-

EL-81-

ad

you're after, the answer is LCD

--

, . . Sharp's innovative liquid
crystal display.

Sharp's
battery operated
'
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SHARP
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The 5101.
actu.
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The 5100.
The incredibly advanced calculator
that speaks the language of science. With
direct formula entry and rolling writer
display for entering up to 80 steps.
24-charac-

ter

dot matrix

alphanumeric-LCD- .

Operates in three modes: AER.
COMP & STAT. Can compute up to ten
variables. Safe Guard
correct or test your
formula without using
a pencil Recall it at
the touch of a key.

CD

dot matrix alphanumeric
LCD. Operates in three modes: AER.
COMP & STAT. Can compute up to ten
variables. Safe Guard7" memory. Edit,
correct or test your
formula without using
a pencil. Recall it at
the touch of a key.
16-charac- ter

m.

m

A

The incredibly advanced calculator
that speaks the language of science. With
direct formula entry and rolling writer '
display for entering up to 48 steps.

There are the brains

for total memory, chain
multiplication and division,
and approximate results in .
excess of 8 digits. LCD by
Sharp, clearly the best choice.

S si

SHARP

o

ooo

8 digit display. 8 plus 2 in scientific notation

NEW DIRECT f

.

-

memory. Edit,

s7).2)5

EL-81- 56

Auto power off
Slim line
14 U.S. metric conversions
2 key memory
Dim:
x
2-3- 4"

4-11-

16"

x

5

516"
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